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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Student 
Honors and Awards 
May 21, 1993 
Edson Auditorium 
In recognition of students who have demonstrated 
academic excellence and enriched campus life 
Student Honors and Awards Day 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
University of Minnesota, Morris Concert Band, Dennis Svendsen, conductor 
WELCOME 
Neil Leroux, assistant professor of speech communication, presiding 
PRESENTATION OF HONORS AND A WARDS 
Chancellor's Award ....... ......... .. ................................................................................ ... ........ .. ...... David Johnson, chancellor 
William McDonald, Mazeppa 
Allen W. Edson Award ................... .. .............. ... ...................... ..... ....... .. Gary McGrath, vice chancellor for student affairs 
Brian Lopez, Morris 
Mary Martelle Memorial Award ............................................................ Gary McGrath, vice chancellor for student affairs 
Student recipient - Molly McCormick, Sun Prairie, WI 
Staff recipient - Arthur Durkee, UMM bus driver 
Abbott Award in Physics ....................................................... Michael Korth, chair, Division of Science and Mathematics 
Scott Roberts, Forest Lake 
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award .......................................................... C. Frederick Farrell, chair, Division of Humanities 
Kirk Sklar, Vadnais Heights 
Chris Berg Memorial Award .... ............................ .. .. ............................... Wilbert Ahern, chair, Division of Social Science 
Paulette Gibbs, Minneapolis 
Roy Grohs Award .......................... ........ .............. .................................... Wilbert Ahern, chair, Division of Social Science 
Paul Theisen, Grey Eagle 
Jay Y. Roshal Award ............................................................. Michael Korth, chair, Division of Science and Mathematics 
Jennifer Kaatz, Audubon 
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award ..................................................... Craig Kissock, chair, Division of Education 
Heather Myrom, Chaska 
MUSICAL SELECTION 
Konigsmarsch . ............................................................ Alfred Reed 
arr. Roger Barrett 
UMM Concert Band, Dennis Svendsen, conductor 
HONORS AND A WARDS DAY ADDRESS 




CHANCELLOR'S AW ARD 
Presented annually to an outstanding student or students on the basis of academic excellence and contribution to campus 
life. The Morris Campus Student Association Executive Committee and student members of the Campus Assembly 
nominate students. The Chancellor of the University of Minnesota, Morris makes the final selection. 
ALLEN W. EDSON AW ARD 
Presented annually in recognition of total contribution to campus life. The selection is made by the Executive Committee 
of the Morris Campus Student Association, student members of the Campus Assembly, and faculty. It carries both a 
certificate and a cash award. 
CURTIS H. LARSON AW ARD 
Established in honor of the late Curtis H. Larson, the award is automatically conferred upon the graduate chosen as senior 
class speaker. It carries both a cash award and a certificate which is presented at commencement. Mr. Larson, who was 
the first senior class speaker in 1964, died as a result of an automobile accident w bile serving with the Peace Corps in Ecuador 
following his graduation. 
MARY MARTELLE MEMORIAL AW ARD 
Presented annually to a student and to a staff employee deemed to have made outstanding contributions to the quality of 
campus life at the University of Minnesota, Morris. The award perpetuates the memory of long-time Office of Student 
Activities secretary Mary Martelle. 
ABBOTT AWARD IN PHYSICS 
Presented to a UMM graduating senior planning to attend graduate school who shows the greatest potential of achieving 
a professional career in physics. 
NATALIE BENOIT MEMORIAL AWARD 
Presented to a junior or senior at the University of Minnesota, Morris who has demonstrated ability and shows promise as 
a serious art student. 
CHRIS BERG MEMORIAL AW ARD 
This award is presented annually to an outstanding senior majoring in economics who has demonstrated academic 
excellence in that field. It is presented by the business economics/economics faculty of the University of Minnesota, Morris 
in memory of their late colleague. 
ROY GROHS AWARD 
Presented to an outstanding business economics or economics junior who has demonstrated academic excellence, provided 
service to the discipline, and who will be returning to the University of Minnesota, Morris. 
JAYY. ROSHALAWARD 
Presented to a senior student majoring in biology at the University of Minnesota, Morris who demonstrates the most promise 
and interest in a career in the biological sciences. 
WILLIAM R. SCARBOROUGH MEMORIAL AW ARD 
Presented annually to a senior student enrolled in either the elementary or secondary education programs, the award 
recognizes a student's demonstrated competence and potential for becoming an outstanding member of the teaching 
profession. The purpose of the award is to perpetuate the memory of William Scarborough who joined the UMM faculty 
in 1966 and made many contributions to UMM and to public education in Minnesota. 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 
It is important that our seniors going on to graduate and professional schools also be recognized. We know from past history 
that one in four will do so within this next year. Graduates are going on to such schools as Washington University, St. Louis, 
in art, to Stanford University in chemistry, to Rutgers University in political science, to the University of Minnesota in 
medicine, computer science, veterinary medicine, and law. But because many are still making plans, a complete list for this 
year's graduates is not yet available. 
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Additional Honors 
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS FOUNDATION A WARD 
Selected by the University of Minnesota, Morris chemistry faculty, the award is presented to the outstanding chemistry major. 
Mark Sorum, Breckenridge 
McNAIR SCHOLAR 
Named after Challenger space shuttle crew member Ronald E. McNair and funded by the U. S. Department of Education, the program 
aims to encourage talented college juniors majoring in the physical sciences to pursue doctoral studies. As one of eight students chosen 
nationally, Cheri Hautala will participate in a summer research internship at the University of Maine. 
Cheri Hautala, Eveleth 
MINORITY MENTORSHIP PROGRAM 
Participants in the mentorship program are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities between the mentor's data profile 
and the scholar's intended academic major, career or personal interests with the ultimate goal of fostering maximum achievement of 
personal, academic, and professional potential for the scholar. 
Kimberly Barrett, Chicago, IL 
Sherronda Bohanon, Chicago, IL 
Jennifer Bravo, Morris 
Krista Campbell, Chicago, IL 
Darius Casey, Holland, IL 
Tanereika Celestine, New Orleans, LA 
Sadaris Cheathan, Orlando, FL 
Melinda Crawford, Sisseton, SD 
Willie Edwards, Chicago, IL 
Lisa Hull, Sisseton, SD 
Robin Lee, Morris 
Brigitta Ligon, Broadview, IL 
Yer Moua, St. Paul 
Denise Oguinn, New Orleans, LA 
Benjamin Rhodd, Lower Brule, SD 
Marvin Scott, Chicago, IL 
Emmily Stokes, Chicago, IL 
Sheila Trowell, Chicago, IL 
Denise Turner, Downers Grove, IL 
Maniphone Vannavong, Minneapolis 
Zong Yang, St. Paul 
MORRIS ACADEMIC PARTNERS 
In recognition of the value of academic employment to the intellectual development of students and for the opportunity best provided 
to assist faculty members in their work, this program awards year-long stipends to academically talented third-year students. These 
students will undertake assignments which will enhance their intellectual competence and increase their interest in graduate or 
professional study. Students were paired with the following faculty/staff members : 
Laura Adams, Duluth : LeAnn Dean 
Soren Agard, Minneapolis : Michael O'Reilly 
Robert Amos, St. Anthony : Pieranna Garavaso 
Rebecca Batalden, Lamberton : Joanne Hagstrom 
Nicole Brand, Lake City : Jack Imholte 
Mark Branum, Chatfield : Jim Olson 
Amy L. Bursell, Minneapolis : Eric Klinger 
Leslie Clapper, Shorewood : Chris Cole 
David Day, Randolph : Gary Donovan 
Matthew Diersen, Caledonia : Engin Sungar 
Brian Ericson, Hutchinson : Tom Gibbons 
Douglas Frazey, Ham Lake: Sun Kahng 
Kristen Freeman, Maple Grove : Stacey Aronson 
Matthew Haertzen, Bemidji : T. McRoberts/K. Ellis 
Amy Hendrickson, Lansing : B. Narasimhan 
Sarah Heymer, Willmar : Dian Lopez 
Kristie Hirschenberger, Baxter : T. Uehling/ P. Garavaso 
Jon Houtman, Canby : Ken Hodgson 
Chris Hummel, Pipestone : Bert Ahem 
Cindy Koehn, Burtrum : Sun Kahng 
LoriAnn Lentsch, Watertown, SD : Nancy Carpenter 
Jill Marchenko, Blaine : Eric Klinger 
Faith Markham, Vadnais Heights : Jack Imholte 
Heather Myrom, Chaska : Gwen Rudney 
Charles Nikles, New Hope : Eric Klinger 
Timna Odegaard, Crystal : R. J . Richards 
Scott Perowitz, Bowlus : Craig Kissock 
Laura Peterson, Brooklyn Ctr. : M. Kuchenreuther 
Carrie Plamann, Lowry : Craig Kissock 
Jacqueline Riss, Savage : Mercedes Ballou 
Karen Rittenhouse, Kent: J.F.P. Cotter 
Tiffany Robb, Chaska : Vicky Demos 
Lisa Roslansky, Worthington : Jim Olson 
Jessica Runyon, St. Francis : Harold Hinds 
Mara Rutten, Madison : Jack Imholte 
Glenn Schilling, Wabasso : J.F .P. Cotter 
Scott Shrum, St. Paul : Tom McRoberts/Karla Klinger 
Scott Schulz, Morris : Neil Leroux 
Matthew Schumacher, Drayton, ND : Andy Lopez 
Patrick Sinn, Waseca : Gary Donovan 
Kirk Sklar, Vadnais Heights : Jenny Nellis 
Rebecca Sowada, Rice : Michael O'Reilly 
Amy Surges, Brooklyn Park : Engin Sungar 
Jason Thoen, Georgetown : Van Gooch 
Diane Tracy, Rochester : Dian Lopez 
lennifer Ulrich, Stillwater : Katherine Benson 
Eric Vogt, Truman : Jim Olson 
David Voight, Coon Rapids : Vinod Nangia 
Chris Williams, Carlton : Van Gooch/Nie McPhee 
Robin Wooley, Sisseton, SD : Andy Lopez 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS OF SINGING 
Chosen by audition, five UMM students competed in state-wide competition for national honors. 
Anjanette Gronlund, Sebeka Julie Seyfried, Fergus Falls, (semi-finalist) 
Ann Michels, Faribault Michelle Tjemagel, Medford, (semi-finalist) 
Erik Hummel, Tyler 
NATIONAL PHYSICAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM FELLOWSHIP 
Awarded annually to students who have demonstrated exceptional merit, the fellowships include a monetary award to pursue graduate 
study for a period of up to six years, and the opportunity to work for two summers at one of the member companies. Two UMM seniors 
are among 29 students selected nationwide to receive graduate school fellowships. 
Eric Carter, Bloomington Brenda Schoenecker, Shakopee 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
The NSSP scholarships were created to recognize excellence in the areas of mathematics, science, and engineering and to encourage 
students to pursue these interests at the post-secondary level. This is the first NSSP scholarship winner at UMM. 
Kristin Smith, Becker 
SCHOLAR OF THE COLLEGE 
Presented annually to students who have demonstrated distinguished scholarly work by making a valuable contribution to one or more 
of the disciplines. Nominations are made by the faculty, reviewed by the Functions and Awards Committee, and approved by the Campus 
Assembly. 
Neil Buesing, Marshall 
Amy Bursell, Minneapolis 
Eric Carter, Bloomington 
Craig Conway, Wayzata 
Cara Critchfield, Willmar 
Jennifer Erickson, Stillwater 
Erin Ferguson, Heron Lake 
Colleen Garbe, Burnsville 
Paulette Gibbs, Minneapolis 
Kristie Hirschenberger, Baxter 
Christopher Hummel, Pipestone 
Trina Johnson, Superior, WI 
Brian Lopez, Morris 
Timna Odegaard, Crystal 
Mark Robinson, Stillwater 
Lisa Sand, Avon 
Stephanie Schlagel, DeGraff 
Brenda Schoenecker, Shakopee 
Mark Sorum, Shakopee 
Jolene Thibedeau, Willmar 
Jennifer Walter, Morris 
UMM HONORS PROGRAM 
The following seniors will be completing their UMM education with participation in the Honors Program, which requires the successful 
completion of one honors course per year, participation in six honors co- and extracurricular activities per year, and the completion of 
a senior honors project. Participants must earn A's for half of their UMM credits. 
Tara Enwiller, Delano Tracy Navratil, Roseville 
Jennifer Erickson, Stillwater Kendra Osterkamp, Hugo 
Douglas Frazey, Ham Lake Christopher Pezalla, Plymouth 
Colleen Garbe, Burnsville Carrie Plamann, Lowry 
Heidi Hedman, Kennedy Mark Robinson, Stillwater 
Kristie Hirschenberger, Baxter Amy Swanson, White Bear Lake 
Kimberly Jones, Crystal Jolene Thibedeau, Willmar 
Kevin Kutter, Richmond Kimberly Williamson, Eden Prairie 
Meredith McGrath, Crystal 
UMM HONORS RECITAL 
The Commencement Honors Recital recognizes the talents and accomplishments of some of UMM's finest music students. These 
students were selected by judges on the basis of an outstanding solo musical performance during the past year to participate in the recital. 
It will be held at 1 p.m. June 11 in the Humanities Fine Arts Center Recital Hall. 
Sarah Crawford, Mound Christopher McIntyre, Mound 
Jill Davis, Fergus Falls Ann Michels, Faribault 
Carrie Janikowski, New Hope Timna Odegaard, Crystal 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM 
The UROP program affords students a chance to perform independent research with UMM faculty out of a classroom setting. Students 
have a chance to gain research skills, similar to those needed for graduate and post-graduate studies; faculty receive valuable assistance 
to their own research interests. The students and their advisors include: 
Robert Amos, St. Anthony: Kevin MacNeil 
Elizabeth Arthur, Morris: Van Gooch 
David Brecht, Hutchinson: J. Ratliff-Crain 
Dwight Brunnette, Clara City: James Cotter 
Cara Critchfield, Willmar: Edith Farrell 
Matthew Diersen, Caledonia: Engin Sungur 
Colleen Garbe, Burnsville: Ernest Kemble 
Paulette Gibbs, Minneapolis: Bart Finzel 
Jeanne Gilbertson, Willmar: Dian Lopez 
Eric Goettman, Grand Rapids: Lisa Lundeen 
Jesse Hemingway, St. Germain, WI: J. Ratliff-Crain 
Kristie Hirschenberger, Baxter: P. Garavaso 
Tanya Hughes, Aberdeen, SD: Lisa Lundeen 
Trina Johnson, Superior, WI: James Cotter 
Brett MacAlpine, Rosemount: B. Narasimhan 
Tamara Marwitz, Pipestone: B. W. Aron 
William McDonald, Mazeppa: Van Gooch 
Justin Miller, Eagan: B. Narasimhan 
Yer Moua, St. Paul: Katherine Benson 
Siobhan O'Reilly, Donnelly: Chris Cole 
Michael Patullo, Anoka: Peter Whelan 
Dena Rawleigh, Hancock: David Hoppe 
Jennifer Rice, St. Louis Park: Edith Farrell 
Stephanie Schlagel, DeGraff: Edith Farrell 
Holly Schuetzler, Ramsey: John Webster 
Jennifer Taylor, Cottage Grove: Amos Deinard 
Todd Thorsteinson, Fargo, ND: J. Ratliff-Crain 
Doug Wandersee, Andover: J. Ratliff-Crain 
WALL STREET JOURNAL AW ARD 
Presented to a student who has earned at least a 3.0 grade point average in an economics major and who has maintained at least a 2.75 overall 
average. General contribution made to the college community is also considered. 
Rebecca Foote, Clarissa 
JOSEPH W. YEDLICKA AWARD 
Presented by Pi Delta Phi, the National French Honor Society, the award has been given only during the last three years in the United States; 
two of the three recipients have been UMM students. 
Stephanie Schlagel, DeGraff 
Jennifer Deutchman, Elk River, and Brenda McCarthy, Chanhassen, have been elected to membership in Pi Delta Phi. 
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Dean's Honor List 
The following University of Minnesota, Morris students were named to the Dean's List for fall and winter quarters of 
the 1992-93 academic year. To be eligible for the Dean's List, a student must have a grade point average of 3.5 on a 
4.0 scale, be registered for a minimum of 12 credits, complete all of the credits for which she or he is registered, and 
carry at least two-thirds of these credits on the ABCD-N grading system. 
Ada,MN Beaver Creek, MN WILLIAMS Jeanne M Clarkfield, MN 
HEITMAN Jennifer L V ANMAREL Nyla J Brooklyn Park, MN LOUWAGIE Ellen M 
Afton, MN Becker, MN DURHAM Juliana S Clinton, MN 
HEIKKILA Jason K HOGLUND Grant E HANSON Christopher KAESS Susan J 
MUELLERLEILE Chris Bellingham, MN MENIER Todd A Cokato, MN 
Albany, MN KARELS Christine D SURGESAmyJ METCALF Nathan A 
EBNET Jamie A Bemidji, MN Brooten, MN Cold Spring, MN 
KALTHOFF Tina L FIELD Josh R REMER Rebecca F KELLEY Jeanne M 
RODENW ALO Todd E HAERTZEN Matthew J Brownton, MN Columbia Heights, MN 
Alexandria, MN Benson, MN KRUEGER Kelly L SMOKA Rachel L 
CANTRELL Vernita BURNS Michael A LINDEMAN Heather Coon Rapids, MN 
KUGLER Susan L GOLDENSTEIN Renee Buffalo Lake, MN JOHNSON Kari D 
MUELLER Lucas J Bethel, MN FLUCK Chad A JOHNSON Monte E 
SCHMIDT Jason J BALABON Mark J Buffalo, MN KEMMETMUELLER D. 
SCHWICKERATH Lisa NORLING Holly L CHALUPNIK Jason A LESLIE Michelle E 
TOBOL T Clarissa A BigLake,MN Burnsville, MN RETZLAFF Laurie A 
Andover, MN GORANSON Gregory CARLQUTST Amanda Cosmos,MN 
BENTLEY Mark A WAGENER John D KINGDawnH SCHIRO Dean E 
PEDERSEN Tanya L WOOLSTON Leslie A Burtrum, MN Cottage Grove, MN 
TURNER Joanna M Blaine,MN KOEHN Cynthia A CHAREST Timothy J 
WANDERS EE Douglas CALABRESE Jeanne M KOEHN Kimberly A GEORGE Mark E 
Annandale, MN GILD Cynthia J Caledonia, MN NELSONAmyM 
BAJARI William L HEYNE Theresa L DIERSEN Matthew A TAYLOR Jen 
REITMEIER Wade P JAMISON Kerri A Callaway, MN Crookston, MN 
Anoka,MN KRENGEL Deborah L FLOTTEMESCH Jennifer PAGNAC Jami L 
BODE Kelly R KYTONEN Kristopher FLOTTEMESCH Thomas PETERSON Kelley A 
FELEGY Nichole M PARKS Sara A Cambridge, MN Crystal, MN 
JOHANSEN Matthew C PERCY Matthew M RYAN John F JONES Kimberly A 
MANN Morgan E RENSTROM Preston J Canby, MN ODEGAARD Timna J 
MILLER Angela K RETTKE Naomi C HOUTMAN Jon C Danvers, MN 
PETERSON Rebekah J SNELL Karen A Cedar,MN HILLEREN Jana M 
RACHEL Shari A Blooming Prairie, MN LOCKWOOD Richard Dassel, MN 
RICK Tamara A EMDE Kristen A Center City, MN ANDERSON Michael 
Apple Valley, MN ULRICH Jeffrey J STRENKE DeAnn K ANDERSON Zachery 
BANKS Dianne L Bloomington, MN Champlin, MN BERGLUND Christine 
GROTJOHN Sander D BROWN Patricia L BAIN Shanyn M Dawson,MN 
KAY Kristine M EIDEM James M FERRY Nicole M BUSIAHN Chris C 
SW ANSON David D FLATTEN Jennifer J HERDER Sarah J DeGraff, MN 
SW ANSON Heather S GRUNEWALD Kari A IVERSON Jennifer F SCHLAGEL Stephani e 
Appleton, MN NELSON Kristine L KVERN Sally N WA YTASHEK Mary 
KEPNER Valerie K OLSON Daniel C NEAL Valerie J Delano,MN 
MAHER Carla M SCHLOO Erin M Chandler, MN DIEM Natalie A 
RITTENOUR Tammy SCHULDT Paul D KLUIS Jill M ENWILLER Tara M 
Atwater, MN Blue Earth, MN Chanhassen, MN Detroit Lakes, MN 
SMITH Michael P ST DENIS David A MCCARTHY Brenda L BIRZNIEKS Jennifer 
Audubon,MN Boyd,MN Chaska,MN LUHMAN Joseph P 
KAATZ Jennifer T SHELDON Donna R HILLMAN Sandra J WIRTH Leeann D 
Austin,MN Brainerd, MN MYROM Heather L Donnelly, MN 
BARNETT Terry L JACOBI David M Chokio, MN GRAFF Gerilyn R 
SCHMIT Jason L Breckenridge, MN ANDERSON Jennifer J MEYER Laura L 
Avoo,MN JOHNSON Samuel D HEITMAN Jennifer L Duluth,MN 
OPATZ LesJ SORUMMarkT WILTS Craig M ALANDER Patricia E 
Bagley,MN Brooklyn Center MN Circle Pines, MN DONALD Kelli M 
JOHNSON Kathryn A BEACH Kathleen M RODGERS Carol L GJELHAUG Kara R 
Baxter,MN IGO Kristine E WILSON Stephenie L HAUSNenaL 
NICHOLS Stacy J NESS Joline C Clarissa, MN JOHNSON Bryan T 
PETERSON Laura L FOOTE Rebecca S KOSKI StephanieA 
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KUZNlA Wendy C Fridley, MN Hugo, MN HERBST Michael P 
NICHOLS Stacy J HAMEN Jason J HOULE Brent J HESTWOOD Nathan M 
RUSSELL Jennifer A HEITZMAN Kendall R OSTERKAMP Kendra LUCKOW Anne E 
Eagan, MN KAZMIRKOSKI James Hutchinson, MN OLSON Kjersti A 
MILLER Justin D STEVENSON Andrea L RING Julie A POLAND Kami K 
Eagle Bend, MN Fulda, MN WOSMEK Bradley J Maple Lake, MN 
WEIBYE Shelly M VAN OORT Aaron D Isle, MN GOHMAN Susan 
Eden Prairie, MN Georgetown, MN EYE Amy L KUNKEL Judy A 
CHANLingY THOEN Jason C Jackson, MN Maplewood, MN 
LAWVER Tammy E Glenwood, MN RUSKELL Michael D HECK Stacy L 
WILLIAMSON l(jm HAFST AD James A Jordan, MN WILLIAMS l(jmberly L 
Edgerton, MN PEPER Theresa A WEIERKE Cory H Marshall, MN 
GRUYS Melissa L Glyndon, MN Kensington, MN UESJNG Neil J 
Edina, MN RAMES Melisa A ROONEY Roxanne C COUDRON Glen C 
CLABO Christa L TANNER Melisa A Kent, MN HALFMANN Sara K 
Elbow Lake, MN Golden Valley, MN RITTENHOUSE Karen KOEL Jennifer L 
GREINER Kendra M WALKER Kristina K Kimball, MN MEULEBROECK S. 
Elk River, MN Graceville, MN NOTSCH Lorna L WALTERS Laurie D 
CARR Sarah A HONG Katherine Kinney, MN Mazeppa,MN 
DEUTCHMAN Jennifer Grand Marais, MN DEUTSCH Kaylene A MCDONALDW. 
GAARDER Emily A KIEL Janell S Lafayette, MN Medford, MN 
HANSON Pamela J Grand Rapids, MN SJOSTROM Patti L DULASJudy M 
SCHMELTZER Robert GOETZMAN Eric S Lake City, MN Melrose, MN 
Elkton, MN Granite Falls, MN BRAND Nicole L HELLAND Steven B 
GRAVES Sandra J LECY Jennifer R HEIMER Michelle L SCHOENBERG Kari 
Evansville, MN MARTINSON Lisa M Lake Crystal, MN Milan, MN 
DAHLEN Brent J RUDE Daniei°O DRESSLER Stephanie STRUXNESS Kari J 
DAHLEN Kent T SCHIMMING David J Lake Elmo, MN Miltona, MN 
Enleth,MN SPAUDE Darrik J FRIEDRICH Lee A HAUER Lori K 
ECK Mary M Greenbush, MN Lake Wilson, MN Minneapolis, MN 
HAUTALA Cheri L KNUTSON Bernal A CHAPMAN Christine AHMANN Melissa J 
Excelsior, MN Grey Eagle, MN VANDAM Debra L BALLINTINE James 
SNYDER Robert A THEISEN Paul A Lamberton, MN BERMAN Scott J 
Fairfax, MN Ham Lake, MN BAT ALDEN Rebecca A FORESTER Daniel B 
CLABO Christa L FRAZEY Douglas C BERNARDY Maria L HANSON Tamara J 
ZELLMANN Shane M RUST Stacy L HOFFROGGE Jason T GENEREUX Anne S 
Falcon Heights, MN SMALKOSKI Jolene M Lansing, MN GIBBS Paulette M 
ASCERNO Kristin D Hamel,MN HENDRICKSON Amy L GOTFREDSON Joel 
SIGMUND Claude E SCHRIER Laura L Lindstrom MN GOULET Timothy J 
Faribault, MN Hancock, MN VANOORT l(jm A JAGLO l(jrsten Ruth 
CARON Rebecca A BURNS Patricia Lindstrom, MN LAMERE Denise M 
Farmington, MN KOEHLKayM RUST Stacy L LOR Cheng 
BRAND Julie T LANDWEHR Michael E VAN OORT l(jm A LY Maypakou 
OLMSTED Catherine L Hanska, MN Lino Lakes, MN MADSON Gregory T 
STRUNKPiaC SCHMIESING Julie M BUDIG Paula M MORAVEC Kelly J 
SW ANSON Julia D Hardwick, MN Little Canada, MN MROSLA Thomas J 
TULLAR Teresa L FICK Michelle L HALL Jerald W NIELSEN Scott S 
Fergus Falls, MN Hawley, MN MOSER Julie M PETERSON Jennifer 
BRUNKO Gina M FORD Chad H Little Falls, MN PURCELL Karl E 
ENGLESON Jennifer S Hector, MN BECKER Steve D THOMPSON Robbie 
RUECKERT Julie A NELSON Jennie L Luverne, MN Minnetonka, MN 
Foley, MN Hendricks, MN BOWRON Emily C LARSON Patrick R 
RAHM Scott A ALLEN Christine K FICK Sheri L NELSON Steven R 
Forest Lake, MN RANDOLPH Tanya M SWEENEY Colin L OSBORN Erin M 
ALLEN Lisa D Henning, MN Madelia, MN P ANSCH Jennifer S 
ANDERSON Erik M GREENWALDT Steph JOHNSON Gary J PETERSON Jill M 
BOOTH John G TRITES Jessica K STREIT Randal D Montevideo, MN 
FOSS John S Hermantown, MN Madison, MN GRESETH Jennifer 
HENDRICKSON Gerald BEAUDUY Nena E ESTUM Jeffrey R HAMLOW Jonathan 
JOHNSON Jessica L Hoffman, MN ROSENDAHL Kevin W KARELS Erin M 
MANSMITH Lynn M FROST Randy RUTTEN Mara D Monticello, MN 
ROBERTS Scott M Holdingford, MN Mahtomedi, MN BAUER John P 
STERNBERG Janelle L HANSEN Jodee L FRENCH Jennifer B CAILLIER Nicolette 
ZIEMER Rebecca J Hopkins, MN Mankato, MN HILLAJodiJ 
Fosston, MN BUSHEY Serene N BRAMER Krista T ROMER Jessica E 
STEW ART Kari L Howard Lake, MN Maple Grove, MN Moorhead, MN 
Frazee, MN KNUTH Katie M FITZKE Jennifer L PHAMHoaT 
SANNES Tali M FREEMAN Kristen M 
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Moose Lake, MN North Mankato, MN Red Wing, MN SVENNINGSEN John 
TORMONDSEN M. RENTZ Michael S KINYON Kathleen M Spicer, MN 
Morris,MN North St. Paul, MN LEVEILLE Kristen A CHRISTENSEN Ann 
BARBER Anne H MCGINLEY Megan SANTELMAN David L Spring Grove, MN 
BARBER Nathaniel THYNE Andrew J Redwood Falls, MN KONKEL Coleen N 
BEAUREGARD Jill Norwood, MN WARNER Kristen R Spring Lake Park, MN 
BERG Melanie R HEUER Kathy L WEIERS Kelly A BURSEY Teri K 
BERGET Karen E Olivia, MN Renville, MN DANGMingY 
BOETTCHER Lori A REVIER Joan D FREDRICKSON Randall Spring Valley, MN 
BRA VO Jennifer V Orr,MN MILLER Holly M SCHWARZ Brian J 
BURNS William B W ALLEST AD Jason RASKE SaraJ Springfield, MN 
DARLING Christina Ortonville, MN Rice,MN HONL Tracy L 
DOSCHADIS Mary UNRUH Kelly K SOW ADA Rebecca J WEEDMAN Kelly J 
FLUEGEL Geoff K Osakis, MN Richmond, MN WEEDMAN Koree J 
GOLAS James F EMERSON Julie M CHOY AN Kathryn A St Anthony, MN 
HADLER Carrie F NELSON Michael M KUTTER Kevin J AMOS Robert A 
JUHL Erik A Owatonna, MN LAHR Karen A St Cloud, MN 
KHAN Nayyar-Ilftikh BJERK Melissa L Rochester, MN BINSFELD Charles 
KIRWIN Jason L LEITH Madeleine A HERMANSON Melissa J LANDYToddB 
KISER Mary L Park Rapids, MN HOFFMAN Brian C SOBIECH Scott S 
KORN Judy COOPER Brian L MITCHELL Jay D VICK Kyle A 
MCINTYRE Heather PETERSON Tanya A PERRY Megan S St Francis, MN 
MOUNTMarkB SZYMCZAK Amy L TRACY Diane A RUNYON Jessica L 
MOUNTSueE Parkers Prairie MN WAYNE Shelley M St James, MN 
NYBAKKE Angela J DODDS Christina L Rockford, MN LEOPOLD Joy A 
OLSON Linda D Paynesville, MN STORCK Suzanne E SAMUELSON Renee 
RICHARDS Mari J BRICK Kathryn A Roosevelt, MN St Joseph, MN 
RODER Laura K Pelican Rapids, MN NORDINE Anita A ROSS Sarah S 
RUST Margaret L LUND Kari L Roseville, MN St Louis Pk, MN 
THEDIN Bonnie B Perham, MN CREA Catherine A GOLDBERG Andrea L 
THOREN Joan W SCHROER Julie M FEHLEN Patrice A KOWALSKY Carie L 
WAGENMANM. Pierz, MN KA V ALOSKI Charles Y MARTINSON Angela M 
WIESE Tanya M HOFFMAN Maria S NAVRATIL Tracy L RICE Jennifer L 
Mound,MN ZIMNEY Kimberly A REPPE Thomas H SKARHUS John M 
COOK James R Pillager, MN WOLVERTON Karin L ST ARR Rebecca M 
CRAWFORD Sarah CARLSON Steven D Rush City, MN SUNSERI Matt A 
DALE Christopher L HENGEL Heather L CHAPIN Michelle L St Paul, MN 
HEILERS Lori L HENGEL Jennifer L Sacred Heart, MN AASEN Jennifer A 
VISSER Dawn A Pine Island, MN HOLUM Jason E BODLEY James C 
WAGNER Jennifer L DODGE Brent T Sanborn, MN COLE Lawrence M 
Murdock, MN PIKE Mary G SCHWARTZ Cindy L FEIGAL Matt R 
BENSON Patricia A Pine River, Mn Sauk Centre, MN JAEHNERT Mary L 
Nevis, MN RYKS Shannon V DESMET Darcy J KINNEY Jeanette M 
BENSON Kari A Pine Springs, MN HUNTER Chris J MADDOX Dori J 
New Brighton, MN VERTANEN Keith D LAHR Kevin Michael MCCORMICK Leben R 
BALZUM Julie M Pipestone, MN PRASCH Natalie L MOUA Yer 
BONA Julie A HUMMEL Christopher A Sauk Rapids, MN OLSON Anthony E 
BRUMBACK Anne KOLLMANN Candice S EICHLER Barrett E PEARSON Karen L 
SKA VNAK Lonna L MARWITZ Tamara L Savage, MN SHRUM Scott W 
New Hope,MN NISSEN Rene A RISS Jacqueline M STEVENS Shari R 
JANIKOWSKI Carrie ROELFSEMA Leah K Shafer, MN St Peter, MN 
KOPP Nicholas W Plainview, MN DANIELSON Jack H KEELEY Christine J 
NIKLES Charles D WALZ Tracy J Shakopee, MN Stacy, MN 
PANGSukY Plymouth, MN CORDES Jason C BECKER Daniel P 
SCHAUST Brandon J BOLW AHNN Bryan L PINK Laurel L Staples, MN 
WILSON Jennifer J GUHL Shari M SCHOENECKER Brenda CARPENTER Jennifer J 
New Prague, MN NAHORNIAK Michelle SORTUM Mark E NELSON Anna M 
BERG Daniel R ODLE Christina L Shoreview, MN Starbuck, MN 
TRITTEL WITZ Lisa Porter, MN SELLKE Kristen L BLOK Luanne V 
WACKER Marcie C REGNIER Lois A VERKE Brant M Stewart, MN 
NewUlm,MN Princeton, MN Shorewood, MN STEINBACH Andrew J 
CRABTREE Joshua J FREITAG Mark A BLOODSWORTH Lauren Stewartville, MN 
LARSON Lanae J Prior Lake, MN CLAPPER Leslie N NELSON Kristine M 
Norcross, MN LUTZ Tracy L Silver Lake, MN Stillwater, MN 
AANERUD Jerry J MURPHY Melissa J FRASIER Kristine D BANKS MaryE 
North Branch, MN Ramsey,MN KURAS Darla K ERICKSON Jennifer K 
HJELMBERG Chris PA TULLO Ross A South St. Paul, MN HOLDORPH Kelsey N 
SCHUETZLER Holly A HOSFORD Jennifer A HUDECAnneM 
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RAUSCHL Christopher OSLUND Jeanne M Williston, ND Racine, WI 
TRUE Angela M Windom,MN SNEIDER Stacey L LEMBCKE Cynthia K 
ULRICH Jennifer L KNAUSS Justin W Clinton, NJ Ringle, WI 
WILLIAMS John G LARSON Gwen M JACOBITZ Jennifer L ANDERSON Charrie L 
WILLIAMS Joseph A W ALINGA Klay D Portland, OR Ripon, WI 
Thief River Falls, MN Winona, MN LARSON Michele L SCHULTZ John C 
ERICKSON Amy D WEINMANN Amy S Aberdeen, SD Somerset, WI 
Tracy, MN Woodbury, MN BRINK Shana L WIKRE Jeremy P 
REMME Bruce H HENNENAmyL HUGHES Tanya Sun Prairie, WI 
Trimont, MN Worthington, MN Britton, SD MCCORMICK Molly A 
SW ANSON Stephanie E ALBERTS Lai J LIKNES Greg C Superior, WI 
Truman, MN HYINK Kristi Brookings, SD JOHNSON Trina K 
l VOGTEricE ROSLANSKY Lisa K RITTER Kristin L Wausau, WI Tyler, MN SCHROEDER Tami L WHALEN Michelle M RAHN Amy Rae j HARPER Erick T TOWNSWICK Marla J Elk Point, SD HUMMEL Erik R Wyoming,MN SANFORD Jessica C 
Utica, MN FORSTER Joy J Elkton, SD 
BROMELAND Sarah J OSTERKAMP Kendra KAMPMANN Kristi J 
Vadnais Hts, MN Young America, MN Ft Pierre, SD 
MARKHAM Faith C MAISER Peter J REES Curtis C 
Verndale, MN Zimmerman, MN Garretson, SD 
JOHNSON Gregory A EHLERS Shawna L FRERK Valerie L 
Victoria, MN HOSTETLER Melissa Humboldt, SD 
LEUTHNER Corinne K Zumbrota, MN LUETH Dawn E 
WERNER Jodi L BUCK Carrie M Lyons, SD 
Wabasso,MN San Diego, CA BOERJasonL 
BERNARDY Sharon M KRUEGER William A Milbank, SD 
Waconia,MN Pella, IA JURGENS Donald J 
DELIN Jennie M BRAND Rachel L Pierre, SD 
Wadena, MN Sioux City, IA MOSER Craig W 
JACKSON Kimi M RUTHERFORD Daniel Rapid City, SD 
KAUN JodiJ Des Plaines, IL DOWNEY Danielle L 
PICKAR Melissa A SCHULLER Mark A Sioux Falls, SD 
Waseca,MN Hickory Hills, IL BURBACH Brandon J 
ROERS Scott J DANIEL Roshana J DOOHEN Debra K 
SHERMAN Heather C Maywood,IL GOOD Cathy A 
SINN Patrick L LANG Terrence L Sisseton, SD 
WILLIAMS Haley S New Orleans, LA MACKNER Melissa V 
Waterville, MN HUBBARD Dione Watertown, SD 
STRUVE Matthew P Great Falls, MT KANNAS Jodi J 
Waubun,MN COULTER Rebecca A LENTSCH LoriAnn M 
SCHELER Anthony E Bismarck, ND Webster, SD 
Wayzata,MN BOLDEN Jason E JACKSON Emily J 
CONWAY Craig M WACKER Robin E Wilmot, SD 
WHITE Lesley L Center, ND HANSON Jeffrey P 
West St Paul, MN HARRISON Jennifer A HANSON Sharlene M 
REISIG Darren P PETERSON Shawn L Yankton, SD 
Westbrook, MN Drayton, ND RASMUSSEN Jon R 
AMUNDSON Johnathon SCHUMACHER Matt Baraboo, WI 
LAMB Traci L Fargo, ND KLEMM Michael D 
White Bear Lake, MN BINFET Rodney A Beloit, WI 
DIEVENEY Rachael A DIGNAN Jocelyn C HENNING Brian C 
I 
DONLAN Brian M THORSTEINSON Todd Eagle River, WI 
FALCONER Colleen A Hillsboro, ND QUICK Kelly R 
I GRUBA Kristin M NICOLA Jennifer A Fall Creek, WI PROKOP Carrie A Lidgerwood, ND WISSINK Amy J SW ANSON Amy L HINRICHS Amy J Hudson, WI 
WHITEHILL Darby L Mandan,ND OLSEN Elizabeth C 
WHITEHILL M. Elise BULLINGER Andrea C ROBERTS William P 
Willmar, MN DA VIS James A Lacrosse, WI 
AAMOT Jessica D MARTIN Julie J CLARK Heather A 
CAIRNS Paul W Milnor, ND Madison, WI 
CRITCHFIELD Cara L LUNNEBORG Susan A KOPPEN Andrew B 
FRANKLIN Brian R Minot, ND Milwaukee, WI 
GILBERTSON Jeanne RILEY Donald P KLEMENT Kevin C 
HEYMER Sarah K Wahpeton, ND Mondovi, WI 
MAGESDanaL FORMANECK Mark S MICHAELS Sarah J 
OLSON Mark A 
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All University Scholarships 
UMM ALLISS EARLY IDENTIFICATION SCHOLARSHIP 
Students are identified in the ninth grade by a committee made up of Minneapolis School district counselors and 
administrators, along with University personnel. Once identified as potential high-ability students, they are awarded a 
scholarship for at least six quarters of attendance at any campus of the University of Minnesota. 
Arny L. Bursell, '95, Minneapolis 
Bryan A. Hatlen, '95, Minneapolis 
Danielle L. Maher, '96, Bettendorf, IA 
Carissa M. Mattson, '96, Minneapolis 
Lonna L. Skavnak, '96, New Brighton 
Jeffrey J. Weiss, '95, Minneapolis 
PRESIDENT'S OUTSTANDING MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Entering freshmen who are recipients of the Morton S. Katz or the President's Outstanding Minority Scholarship are the 
inherent participants in the mentorship program. Scholars are paired one-on-one with a faculty mentor based on similarities 
between the mentor's data profile and the scholar's intended academic major, career or personal interests, or personal 
preferences. The ultimate goal is for the relationship to foster maximum achievement of personal, academic, and 
professional potential for the scholar. 
Melanie K. Abdo, '94, Waubun 
Lai J. Alberts, '94, Worthington 
Jason E. Bolden, '94, Bismarck, ND 
Krista T. Bramer, '96, Mankato 
Jennifer V. Bravo, '93, Morris 
Eric M. Carter, '93, Bloomington 
Sudhanshu Dwivedi, '94, Brookings, SD 
Kimberlee J. Erazo, '93, St Paul 
Nancy J. Galatowitsch, '95, Afton 
Sara A. Gauff, ' 95, Apple Valley 
Gilbert. Goodwin, '96, Chicago, IL 
Renee L. Kaess, '96, Clinton 
Arny J. Kohn, '93, Minneapolis 
Chris K. Mendoza, '95, Eagle Butte, SD 
Sheila J. Moon, '96, Chicago, IL 
Hoa T. Pham, '94, Moorhead 
Christopher A. Rausch), '96, Stillwater 
Anthony E. Scheler, '96, Waubun 
Norina M. Selbitschka, '94, St Paul 
Juan J. Trejo, '95, W St Paul 
Ge Vang, '95, Minneapolis 
Leng Vang, '96, St. Paul 
Xia "Sara" Vang, '93, Minneapolis 
Adriean Wesley, '96, Chicago, IL 
Gregory T. Zalapi, '96, Antioch, IL 
NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP 
The University of Minnesota participates in the National Merit Scholarship Program. Individual recipients of these awards, 
called the Elmer L. Anderson Merit Scholarships, will be selected from among the finalists in the National Merit Scholarship 
competition who have elected to attend any one of the University of Minnesota campuses. 
Robert A. Amos, '94, St. Anthony 
Kimberly A. Anderson, '95, Lindstrom 
Lawrence M. Barthel, '94, St. Michael 
John E. Bohlke, '96, Wilmont 
Krista T. Bramer, '96, Mankato 
Rachel L. Brand, '95, Pella, IA 
Carrie A. Bulger, '95, St Paul 
Craig M. Conway, '92, Wayzata 
Catherine A. Crea, '94, Roseville 
Steven B. Darner, '95, St. Paul 
Donovan A. Diede, '95, Pingree, ND 
Brian M. Ericson, '94, Hutchinson 
Arny L. Eye, '94, Isle 
Josh R. Field, '96, Bemidji 
Daniel B. Forester, '94, Mpls 
Kristine D. Frasier, '94, Silver Lake 
Douglas C. Frazey, '93, Ham Lake 
Corey A. Geving, '94, Blaine 
Eric S. Goetzman, '94, Grand Rapids 
Jonathan M. Hamlow, '94, Montevideo 
Cory M. Hanna, '96, Bloomington 
Erick T. Harper, '95, Tyler 
Kendall R. Heitzman, '95, Fridley 
Arny L. Hendrickson, '94, Lansing 
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Jennifer L. Hengel, '95, Pillager 
Kristie Hirschenberger, '92, Baxter 
Kraig M. Hughes, '94, Darwin 
David M. Jacobi, '96, Brainerd 
Shane M. Johnson, '96, Browns Valley 
Kimberly A. Jones, '93, Crystal 
Nicholas J. Kilen, '96, Greenbush 
Kathleen M. Kinyon, '96, Red Wing 
Michael D. Klemm, '96, Baraboo, WI 
Jill M. Kluis, '95, Chandler 
Katherine L. Korba, '96, Oakdale 
William A. Krueger, '93, San Diego, CA 
Kevin J. Kutter, '93, Richmond 
Patrick R. Larson, '94, Minnetonka 
Susan A. Lunneborg, '93, Milnor, ND 
Brian P. Mcdougall, '95, Roseville 
Justin D. Miller, '95, Eagan 
Nathan R. Miller, '96, Rapid City, SD 
Karen M. Miraglio, ' 96, Minneapolis 
Jay D. Mitchell, '94, Rochester 
Stacy J. Nichols, '93, Duluth 
Jenny E. Nillson, '96, Wadena 
Timna J. Odegaard, '94, Crystal 
Les J. Opatz, '95, Avon 
Karen L. Pearson, '95, St Paul 
Julie A. Ring, '93, Hutchinson 
Karen J. Rittenhouse, '93, Kent 
William P. Roberts, '96, Hudson, WI 
Michael J. Roth, '96, Burnsville 
Daniel J. Rutherford, '96, Sioux City, IA 
Holly A. Schuetzler, '94, Ramsey 
Mark A. Schuller, '96, Des Plaines, IL 
Will H. Scullin, '93, Garden City 
Kristen L. Sellke, '96, Shoreview 
Angela R. Snelson, '95, Forest Lake 
Mark T. Sorum, '93, Breckenridge 
Stephanie E. Swanson, '96, Trimont 
Colin L. Sweeney, '96, Luverne 
Josh F. Thingelstad, '96, Holabird, SD 
Diane A. Tracy, '94, Rochester 
Teresa L. Tullar, ' 95, Farmington 
Dana B. Van Roekel, '96, Worthington 
Aaron D. Vanoort, '96, Fulda 
Kim A. Vanoort, '96, Lindstrom 
Kyle A. Vick, '94, St Cloud 
Kimberly J. Williamson, ' 93, Eden Prairie 
Jennifer J. Wilson, '94, New Hope 
ALL-UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
The University of Minnesota has established a Presidential Scholars Program available to aid students on any of its 
campuses. In addition to receiving a cash award, Presidential Scholars participate in special activities and seminars. 
Applicants are nominated by their high school and are selected according to criteria based on academic performance, 
evidence of leadership and potential for scholarship and contribution to the University community. 
Melissa J. Ahmann, '95, Minneapolis 
Shanyn M. Bain, '95, Champlin 
Nena E. Beauduy, '96, Hermantown 
Sharon M. Bernardy, ' 95, Wabasso 
Charles W. Binsfeld, '96, St. Cloud 
Jennifer J. Birznieks, '96, Detroit Lakes 
Anissa M. Brandt, '95, Clontarf 
Kathryn A. Brick, '96, Paynesville 
Carrie M. Buck, '95, Zumbrota 
Nicolette A. Caillier, '95, Monticello 
Jason C. Cordes, '95, Shakopee 
Glen C. Coudron, '96, Marshall 
Brent J. Dahlen, '95, Evansville 
Stephanie A. Dressler, '95, Lake Crystal 
Julie M. Emerson, '95, Osakis 
Amy D. Erickson, '95, Thief River Falls 
Jennifer L. Flottemesch, '96, Callaway 
Joy J. Forster, '95, Wyoming 
Rebecca J. Ganion, '95, Winona 
Mark E. George, '96, Cottage Grove 
Kristine C. Giese, '95, Mora 
Susan Gohman, '95, Maple Lake 
Pamela J. Hanson, '95, Elk River 
Kendall R. Heitzman, '95, Fridley 
Amy L. Hennen, '95, Woodbury 
Michael P. Herbst, '96, Maple Grove 
Sarah J. Herder, '95, Champlin 
Brian C. Hoffman, '95, Rochester 
Maria S. Hoffman, '96, Pierz 
Kelsey N. Holdorph, '95, Stillwater 
Jason R. Holt, '95, Eagle Bend 
Gregory A. Johnson, '95, Verndale 
Christine D. Karels, '95, Bellingham 
John B. Kelly, '96, New Prague 
Todd W. Knealing, '95, Crystal 
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Katherine L. Korba, '96, Oakdale 
Stephanie A. Koski, '96, Duluth 
Karen A. Lahr, '95, Richmond 
Gwen M. Larson, '96, Windom 
Lanae J. Larson, '95, New Ulm 
Marcia L. Lindsay, '95, Richwood 
Joan M. Lorentz, '95, Waverly 
Megan A. McGinley, '96, North St. Paul 
Holly M. Meyer, '96, White Bear Lake 
Laura L. Meyer, '95, Donnelly 
Angela K. Miller, '96, Anoka 
Holly M. Miller, ' 96, Renville 
Melissa J. Murphy, '96, Prior Lake 
Michelle L. Nahorniak, '96, Plymouth 
Michael M. Nelson, '96, Osakis 
Frederick J. Ostrander, '96, Maple Grove 
Jami L. Pagnac, '94, Crookston 
Matthew M. Percy, '96, Blaine 
Klint M. Quaintance, '96, Foreston 
John C. Ralston, '96, Detroit Lakes 
Laura K. Reed, '95, St Paul 
Preston J. Renstrom, '95, Blaine 
Jennifer A. Riebeling, '95, Buffalo 
Jennifer A. Russell, '96, Duluth 
Renee M. Samuelson, ' 96, St. James 
Patti L. Sjostrom, '96, Lafayette 
Rachel L. Smoka, ' 96, Columbia Heights 
Mark E. Sortum, '96, Shakopee 
Andrew J. Thyne, '96, North St. Paul 
Kurt J. Tostenson, '95, Murdock 
Jeffrey J. Ulrich, '95, Blooming Prairie 
Kelly A. Weiers, ' 95, Redwood Falls 
Amy S. Weinmann, '96, Winona, 
Shane M. Zellmann, '95, Fairfax 
Freshman Academic Scholarship Award 
The University of Minnesota, Morris has instituted an Academic Scholarship for Freshmen graduating in the upper 10 
percent of their high school class. These students receive $1000 or $2000 awards. 
Joy E. Aalgaard, '96, Ada 
Jennifer J. Alford, '96, LaCrosse, WI 
Mario Anchondo, '96, EIPaso, TX 
Cory L. Anderson, '96, Somerset, WI 
Darcy L. Anderson, '96, Milnor, ND 
Erik M. Anderson, '96, Forest Lake 
Larissa M. Anderson, '96, Morris 
Michael A. Anderson, '96, Dassel 
Laura L. Appelhof, '96, Watertown, SD 
Katherine I. Archer, '96, Minneapolis 
Amy R. Arndt, '96, Chanhassen 
Kristin D. Ascemo, '96, Falcon Heights 
Dylan J. Ascheman, '96, Scandia 
Jennifer A. Barry, ' 96, Ramsey 
Eric M. Bauer, '96, Lead, SD 
Jennifer L. Bauer, '96, Monticello 
Nena E. Beauduy, '96, Hermantown 
Margaret L. Berger, '96, St. Louis Park 
Traci R. Bergum, '96, Cross Plains, WI 
Charles W. Binsfeld, '96, St. Cloud 
Jennifer J. Birznieks, '96, Detroit Lakes 
Michelle A. Biskey, '96, Osakis 
Joanna M. Biss, '96, Elbow Lake 
Melissa L. Bjerk, '96, Owatonna 
Elizabeth A. Blasingame, ' 96, Mounds View 
Matthew T. Blum, '96, Madison, SD 
Amy E. Bochek, '96, Apple Valley 
Kelly R. Bode, '96, Anoka 
John E. Bohlke, ' 96, Wilmont 
Jennifer A. Borgert, '96, Swanville 
Krista T. Bramer, '96, Mankato 
Jennifer L. Brandt, ' 96, Morris 
Kathryn A. Brick, '96, Paynesville 
Eric W. Brown, '96, Eagle Butte, SD 
Paul J. Brownlow, ' 96, Rapid City, SD 
Alison C. Bunio, '96, Rogers 
Robyn D. Burquest, '96, Elk River 
Serene N. Bushey, '96, Minnetonka 
Heidi J. Caine, ' 96, Anoka 
Steven D. Carlson, '96, Pillager 
Darcy A. Carrizales, '96, St. Paul 
Angela L. Cates, ' 96, Dassel 
Amy L. Cerney, ' 96, New Brighton 
Timothy J. Charest, '96, Cottage Grove 
Ann M. Christensen, '96, Spicer 
Erika J. Christianson, '96, Coon Rapids 
Mary K. Cohen, '96, Duluth 
Erica L. Connoley, '96, Inver Grv Hghts 
Glen C. Coudron, '96, Marshall 
Jessica D. Craig, '96, Chicago, IL 
Anne E. Cronen, '96, Montevideo 
Nathan C. Davis, '96, Elk River 
Shalini Dhuria, '96, Minneapolis 
Christina L. Dodds, '96, Parkers Prairie 
Brent T. Dodge, '96, Pine Island 
Kelli M. Donald, '96, Duluth 
Judy M. Dulas, '96, Medford 
Darcy L. Duncan, '96, Olivia 
Shane M. Eastman, '96, Garrison 
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Jason A. Eckert, '96, Minneapolis 
Shawna L. Ehlers, '96, Zimmerman 
Adel M. EI-Huni, ' 96, St. Andrews, Malta 
Jennifer L. Elsenpeter, '96, Maple Lake 
Kristen A. Emde, ' 96, Blooming Prairie 
Mindy R. Engseth, ' 96, Duluth 
Michelle L. Fick, '96, Hardwick 
Josh R. Field, '96, Bemidji 
Katrina Fink, '96, Jordan 
Nathan W. Fiske, '96, Mound 
Jennifer L. Fitzke, '96, Maple Grove 
Jason Lee Fleming, '96, St. Paul 
Jennifer L. Flottemesch, '96, Callaway 
Chad A. Fluck, '96, Buffalo Lake 
Anne E. Folkerds, ' 96, Buffalo 
Wendy N. Forbes, '96, Bloomington 
Mark S. Formaneck, '96, Wahpeton, ND 
Jennifer B. French, ' 96, Mahtomedi 
Valerie L. Frerk, '96, Garretson, SD 
Lee A. Friedrich, '96, Lake Elmo 
Sarah C. Fulton, '96, Cloquet 
Mendi L. Ganje, '96, Eagle Butte, SD 
Anne S. Genereux, '96, Minneapolis 
Mark E. George, '96, Cottage Grove 
Angel K. Gibson, '96, Highmore, SD 
Michael J. Goblirsch, '96, Wabasso 
Cathy A. Good, '96, Sioux Falls, SD 
Joel M. Goodale, '96, Sioux Falls, SD 
Gilbert Goodwin, '96, Chicago, IL 
Sandra J. Graves, '96, Elkton 
Forest H. Greenwood, ' 96, Spring Green, WI 
Kristin M. Gruba, '96, White Bear Lake 
Denise R. Haley, '96, Waseca 
Jerald W. Hall, ' 96, Little Canada 
Michael A. Hall, ' 96, Sioux Falls, SD 
Timothy C. Hall, '96, Cottage Grove 
Karin E. Hallin, '96, Isanti 
Jason J. Hamen, '95, Fridley 
Gina M. Hammer, '95, Granite Falls 
Shannon J. Hamre, '96, Mahnomen 
Paul D. Hansen, '96, New Hope 
Chad J. Hanson, '96, Ham Lake 
Pamela J. Hanson, '95, Elk River 
Adam J. Harrison, '96, Maple Grove 
Trevor L. Harting, '96, Pillager 
Aaron M . Hatanpa, '96, Dayton 
Nena L. Haus, '96, Duluth 
Ellen L. Heine, '96, Braham 
Kim M. Hemmesch, '96, Paynesville 
Jennifer L. Hengel, '95, Pillager 
Michael J. Hennen, '96, Annandale 
Ross M. Henrickson, '96, Anoka 
Lisa A. Herbeck, '96, Canby 
Michael P. Herbst, '96, Maple Grove 
Candace R. Herstad, '96, Duluth 
Jodi J. Hilla, '96, Monticello 
Emmaline Z. Hilty, '96, Finlayson 
Maria S. Hoffman, ' 96, Pierz 
Julie A. Hoium, '96, Blaine 
Jennifer A. Hosford, '96, South St. Paul 
Laurie L. Howard, '96, Stewartville 
Vicky A. Hudson, '96, Marine on St. Cx 
Cynthia A. Imholte, '96, Watkins 
Alexander M. Isaak, '96, Bismarck, ND 
David M. Jacobi, '96, Brainerd 
Nathan D. Jacobson, '96, Hayfield 
Kathryn E. Jacques, '96, Prior Lake 
Kerri A. Jamison, '96, Blaine 
Carrie J. Janikowski, '96, New Hope 
Heidi Jensen, '96, Elk Point, SD 
Mara M. Jiran, '96, Eden Prairie 
Matthew C. Johansen, '96, Anoka 
Elisa M. Johnson, '96, Dodge Center 
Jessica L. Johnson, '96, Stacy 
Travis R. Johnson, '96, Appleton 
Donald J. Jurgens, '96, Milbank, SD 
Veronica S. Jurisch, '96, Brooklyn Park 
Renee L. Kaess, '96, Clinton 
Tammy L. Kauffman, '96, Nevis 
Charles Y. Kavaloski, '96, Roseville 
Christine J. Keeley, '96, St. Peter 
John B. Kelly, '96, New Prague 
Valerie K. Kepner, '96, Appleton 
Angela R. Kem, '96, Stillwater 
Janell S. Kiel, '96, Grand Marais 
Nicholas J. Kilen, '96, Greenbush 
Kathleen M. Kinyon, '96, Red Wing 
Tara N. Klein, '96, Dodge Center 
Kevin C. Klement, '96, Milwaukee, WI 
Michael D. Klemm, '96, Baraboo, WI 
Marc R. Kleven, '96, Wyoming 
Krista B. Koehntop, '96, Minneapolis 
Aaron M . Koelman, '96, Princeton 
Katherine L. Korba, ' 96, Oakdale 
Stephanie A. Koski, '96, Duluth 
Jennifer A. Kraemer, '96, Melrose 
Deborah L. Krengel, '96, Blaine 
Christopher W. Krueger, '96, Lake City 
Kelly L. Krueger, '96, Brownton 
Robyn M. Krupinski, '96, St. Peter 
Jeremy J. Kuechle, '96, Watkins 
Judy A. Kunkel, '96, Maple Lake 
Darla K. Kuras, '96, Silver Lake 
Allison A. La Bree, '96, Minneapolis 
Mark C. Larsen, '96, Marietta 
Eric C. Larson, '96, Dayton 
Gwen M. Larson, '96, Windom 
Linda L. Larson, '96, Canby 
Debra T. Lausche, '96, Columbia Heights 
Kevin A. Leistico, '96, Elk River 
Cynthia K. Lembcke, '96, Racine, WI 
Joy A. Leopold, '96, St. James 
Kristen A. Leveille, '96, Red Wing 
Heather D. Lindeman, '96, Brownton 
Cheng Lor, '96, Minneapolis 
Francesca N. Lumpkin, '96, Chicago, IL 
Kari L. Lund, '96, Pelican Rapids 
Ryan D. Lupke, '96, Truman 
Shannon M. Magill, '96, Ham Lake 
Danielle L. Maher, '96, Bettendorf, IA 
Gretchen A. Mahlberg, '95, Worthington 
Joanna L. Mankell, '96, New London 
Julie J. Martin, '96, Mandan, ND 
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Natasha J. Martin, '96, Chicago, IL 
Angela M. Martinson, '96, St. Louis Park 
Melanie R. Massingham, '96, Litchfield 
Michelle Mathiason, '96, St. Clair 
Carissa M . Mattson, '96, Minneapolis 
Megan A. McGinley, '96, North St. Paul 
Michael B. Meier, '96, Belview 
Holly M. Meyer, '96, White Bear Lake 
Jennifer M. Meyer, '96, St. Cloud 
Joshua W. Meyer, '96, New London 
Sarah J. Michaels, '96, Mondovi, WI 
Angela K. Miller, '96, Anoka 
Holly M. Miller, '96, Renville 
Tami L. Moen, '96, Lowry 
Tara F. Montzka, '96, Starbuck 
Sheila J. Moon, '96, Chicago, IL 
Kelly J. Moravec, '96, Minneapolis 
Robert E. Morton, '96, Glenwood 
Craig W. Moser, '96, Pierre, SD 
Julie M. Moser, '96, Little Canada 
Erik C. Mottl, '96, Roseville 
Melissa J. Murphy, '96, Prior Lake 
Wendy J. Murphy, '96, Apple Valley 
Michelle L. Nahomiak, '96, Plymouth 
Amy M. Nelson, '96, Cottage Grove 
Michael M. Nelson, '96, Osakis 
Sandra A. Nelson, '96, Sleepy Eye 
Joline C. Ness, '96, Brooklyn Center 
Eric C. Newell, '96, Fergus Falls 
Nicole C. Newman, '96, Willmar 
Hoa T. Nguyen, '96, St. Paul 
Patricia A. Nickisch, '96, Sturgis, SD 
Jenny E. Nilsson, '96, Wadena 
Eric R. Nohner, '96, Clearwater 
Holly L. Norling, '96, Bethel 
Timothy J. Oleary, '96, Wheaton 
Karen J. Olofson, '96, Garretson, SD 
Darren A. Olson, '96, Young America 
Mark A. Olson, '96, Willmar 
Erin M. Osborn, '96, Minnetonka 
Jeanne M. Oslund, '96, Willmar 
Frederick J. Ostrander, '96, Maple Grove 
Sara A. Parks, '96, Blaine 
Nicole D. Paulsen, '96, Askov 
Heidi J. Paulson, '96, Villard 
Tanya L. Pedersen, '96, Andover 
Julie B. Pederson, '96, Savage 
Seth T. Pederson, '96, Duluth 
Matthew M. Percy, '96, Blaine 
Jennifer E. Peterson, '96, Minneapolis 
Tanya A. Peterson, '96, Park Rapids 
Melissa A. Pickar, '96, Wadena 
Carolyn B. Pickett, '96, Bemidji 
CarrieAnn. Pierzinski, '92, Fort Ripley 
Amy I. Polich, '96, Gheen 
Klint M. Quaintance, '96, Foreston 
Christopher A. Rausch), '96, Stillwater 
Wade P. Reitmeier, '96, Annandale 
Pamela J. Reller, '96, Mahnomen 
Rebecca J. Retka, '96, Courtland 
Laurie A. Retzlaff, '96, Coon Rapids 
William P. Roberts, '96, Hudson, WI 
Jessica E. Romer, '96, Monticello 
Brent C. Roske, '96, St. Cloud 
Sarah S. Ross, '96, St. Joseph 
Jennifer A. Russell, '96, Duluth 
Daniel J. Rutherford, '96, Sioux City, IA 
Renee M. Samuelson, '96, St. James 
Jessica C. Sanford, '96, Elk Point, SD 
Tali M. Sannes, '96, Frazee 
Jeffrey D. Schaap, '96, Hadley 
Amanda J. Schanus, '96, Bemidji 
Jon E. Schimnowski, '96, Cottage Grove 
Jason J. Schmidt, '96, Alexandria 
Paul A. Schmidt, '96, New Ulm 
Kari L. Schoenberg, '96, Melrose 
Judy M. Schreifels, '96, St. Joseph 
Steffie L. Schuft, '96, Stewart 
Mark A. Schuller, '96, Des Plaines, IL 
Kristen L. Sellke, '96, Shoreview 
Kathy G. Severson, '96, Windom 
Jessica V. Shelly, '96, Bloomington· 
Laura J. Sherry, '96, Sioux Falls, SD 
Patti L. Sjostrom, '96, Lafayette 
Lonna L Skavnak, '96, New Brighton 
Jolene M. Smalkoski, '96, Ham Lake 
Kristin M. Smith, '96, Becker 
Rachel L. Smoka, '96, Columbia Heights 
Mark E. Sortum, '96, Shakopee 
Timothy S. Stai, '96, Sacred Heart 
Andrew M. Steidl, '96, Parkers Prairie 
Samuel J. Stein, '96, Glenwood 
Andrew J. Steinbach, '96, Stewart 
Michelle A. Stevens, '96, Melrose 
Kristi K. Streets, '96, Custer, SD 
Geoffrey T. Strom, '96, St. Cloud 
Matt A. Sunseri, '96, St. Louis Park 
Keith J. Sunvold, '96, Sacred Heart 
Stephanie E. Swanson, '96, Trimont 
Colin L. Sweeney, '96, Luverne 
Brenda M. Swensen, '96, Hoffman 
Alissa M. Swenson, '96, New Ulm 
Heather M. Telle, '96, Minneapolis 
Jennifer E. Theis, '96, Blaine 
Josh F. Thingelstad, '96, Holabird, SD 
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Matthew R. Thomson, '96, Franksville, WI 
Jennifer C. Thulien, '96, Owatonna 
Lisa A. Thumau, '96, Albert Lea 
Matt E. Thurston, '96, Richfield 
Andrew J. Thyne, '96, North St. Paul 
Melody M. Tormondsen, '96, Moose Lake 
Monica S. Tormondsen, '96, Moose Lake 
Joanna M. Turner, '96, Andover 
Mitchell R. Uecker, '96, Maple Lake 
Cory B. Ulferts, '96, Clara City 
Mary B. Vandevoort, '96, Pipestone 
Leng Vang, '96, St. Paul 
Michael D. Vangstad, '96, Donnelly 
Aaron D. Vanoort, '96, Fulda 
Kim A. Vanoort, '96, Lindstrom 
Sara M. Vasilakes, '96, APO, AE 
Kimberly A. Veches, '96, Monticello 
Jason M. Venhuizen, '96, Isle 
Keith D. Vertanen, '96, Pine Springs 
Chai Vue, '96, Morris 
John D. Wagener, '96, Big Lake 
Tracy J. Walz, '96, Plainview 
Alicia R. Webster, '96, Macy, NE 
Cory H. Weierke, '96, Jordan 
Amy S. Weinmann, '96, Winona 
Adriean Wesley, '96, Chicago, IL 
Lesley L. White, '96, Wayzata 
Jeremy P. Wikre, '96, Somerset, WI 
Joseph A. Williams, '96, Stillwater 
Kimberly L. Williams, '96, Maplewood 
Karin L. Wolverton, '96, Roseville 
Andrea J. Wood, '96, Brainerd 
Jodi A. Wraspir, '96, Silver Lake 
Sue Yang, '96, Fridley 
Xay Yang, '96, St. Paul 
Youmeng Yang, '96, St. Paul 
Gregory T. Zalapi, '96, Antioch, IL 
Rebecca J. Ziemer, '96, Forest Lake 
Kimberly A. Zimney, '96, Pierz 
Julia R. Zubke, '96, Watertown, SD 
The Regents' Seal was adopted by the Board of Regents in 1939 as the corporate seal of the University of Minnesota. The Latin 
motto means "a common bond for all the arts." The lamp represents the metaphysical sciences; the telescope, the physical 
sciences; the plow, the industrial arts; and the palette and brushes, the fine arts. 

